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By Kathryn C. Hulme

Book Studio. Hardcover. Condition: New. 266 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x 5.6in. x 1.0in.The event
which compels me into this book was my meeting with the celebrated mystic, teacher and
philosopher, George Ivanovitch Gurdjieff, whom I encountered as if by chance and came to love as
if by design. Kathryn Hulmes life was radically changed and enriched by the influence of Gurdjieff.
Undiscovered Country is a tribute to him and his teachings, a vivid personal memoir of her
experience as his student, and of the burning spiritual intensity that dominated her life as a result of
his influence. Undiscovered Country is in the tradition of Kathryn Hulmes best work; painstaking,
poetic, and always sincere. In recording her souls search for something more, she contributes an
arresting document for those who believe this to be their function on earth. This is a must for all
interested in Gurdjieff and his school, and strongly recommended for all who are concerned in the
Pilgrimage of the Soul. It gives the best intimate picture I know of what it meant to be a follower of
Gurdjieffs ideas. - J. G. Bennett A picture of the relation between a teacher and his pupil. . . the...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Troy Dietrich DDS-- Troy Dietrich DDS

This is basically the very best book we have go through until now. I have got read and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once again again
in the future. I am just very happy to inform you that this is basically the very best ebook we have read inside my own life and might be he very best
publication for at any time.
-- Angus Hickle-- Angus Hickle
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